Drive a better bottom line.

Improve operations with fleet management for transportation and distribution.

The road to profitability doesn’t have to be a bumpy one. Here are 10 areas where fleet management can help your business become more efficient and productive.

1. **Labor costs**
   Help improve dispatching operations, optimize travel routes and manage vehicle use to minimize your drivers’ time behind the wheel, potentially reducing overtime costs.

2. **Fuel consumption**
   Monitor vehicle speed, idle time and more across your entire fleet, to better control fuel consumption and help reduce costs.

3. **Miles driven**
   Promote more efficient driving habits and optimize travel routes using advanced GPS tracking and mapping technologies.

4. **Driver management**
   Use speed alerts, idle-time reports and other management tools to gain visibility into driving habits and help improve drivers’ performance and productivity.

5. **Customer service**
   Help improve response times and increase customer satisfaction by using detailed maps to quickly determine the best routes for pickup and delivery.

6. **Vehicle maintenance**
   Help avoid unnecessary breakdowns and keep your fleet healthy with near real-time maintenance alerts.

7. **Vehicle theft and unauthorized use**
   Know where your vehicles are at any given time with GPS fleet-tracking technology, fleet maps, geofence alerts and text notifications.

8. **Remote management**
   Monitor your fleet’s activities and performance even when you’re away from your desk, using a tablet or smartphone.

9. **Greenhouse emissions**
   Help reduce your fleet’s environmental impact by proactively monitoring engine data.

10. **Data reporting**
    Get a clearer picture into your fleet operations with customizable reports.

**Learn more:**
To learn more about our fleet management solutions for transportation and distribution, contact your Verizon Wireless business specialist, or visit verizonconnect.com